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Abstract 
Schmidt, W., Greedoids and searches in directed graphs, Discrete Mathematics 93 (1991) 
75-88. 
Let (V, D) be an directed graph and P0 E V. Define 9 : = {X E D: X is a branching rooted at 
fO}. Then (D, ZF) is called a directed branching greedoid. Greedoids were introduced and 
studied in great detail by B. Korte and L. Lo&z. We give a characterization of directed 
branching greedoids. 
Introduction 
In several papers Korte and Lovasz [7-181 considered a mathematical structure 
called greedoid. The concept of greedoid has been defined by relaxing an axiom 
from the definition of a matroid. They justified their effort by several examples of 
combinatorial problems defined by greedoids. Very important examples are 
directed and undirected branching greedoids. Such a greedoid is defined by 
branchings (trees) rooted at a fixed vertex of a directed (undirected) graph. 
Stimulated by Tuttle’s [22] work or\ graphic matroids we tried to solve an 
analogue problem for greedoids. We give 2 characterization of directed branching 
greedoids. (cf. Schmidt [21] for the undi, scted ~a@. 
In Section 1 we list some definitions and basic facts. Section 2 gives a few 
rest&s concerning directed branching greedoids. In Section 3 we introduce ihe 
notion of paths for greedoids and discuss a family of greedoids characterized by a 
certain property of their paths. Finally, in Section 4, we sfate and prove our main 
theorem. 
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1. Definitions and basic facts 
A set system (E, 9) (with ]EI< 00, 9 E 2E) is a greedoid if the following axioms 
hold: 
(Gl) 8 E 9; 
(G2) for all X E 9 there exists an a E X such that X - {a} E 9; 
(G3) if X, YE 5 and 1X1= 1YI + 1, then there exists an a E X - Y such that 
Y U {a} E 9. 
Sets belonging to 9 are called feasible sets. e1e2 n l l ek is feasible ordering of a 
set (e,, e2, . . . , ek} if {e,, e2, . l . , ei} E 9(1< i d k) (cf. Korte and Lovasz [7] 
for an alternative definition of a greedoid in terms of these strings). For A c E a 
maximal feasible subset of A is called a basis of A. A normal greedoid is a 
greedoid such that E = LJ {X E E: X E S}, i.e. each element of E occurs in at 
least one feasible set. 
A very substantial subclass of greedoids are interval greedoids (cf. Korte and 
Lovasz [13]). We call a greedoid an interval greedoid if for X, Y, 2 E @ such that 
Xc_ Y ~2, we have Y U {a} E 9, whenever X U {a}, 2 U {a} E 9 (interval 
property). A greedoid (E, 9) is an interval-greedoid iff the following axiom 
holds: 
(B) If X, Y, 2 E 9 such that X, YE 2 then X U YE g (Korte and Lovasz [ll], 
Schmidt [20] .) 
We call an interval greedoid a local poset greedoid if 
(A) forX,Y,ZE9andX,Y&ZwehaveXnYE9. 
A local poset greedoid is a poset greedoid if its family of feasible sets is closed 
under taking union. An interval greedoid (E, 9) is called a shelling structure 
(antimatroid, upper interval greedoid, disc) if E E 5. 
The rank function of a greedoid (E, 9) is a function r : 2E + NO defined by 
r(A):=max{lXI:XcA,XES} (AGE). 
For any A E E, r(A) is called the rank of A. A greedoid rank function has the 
following properties (Korte and Lovasz [lb]): 
(Rl) r(g) = 0; 
(R2) AcBsE+r(A)cr(B); 
(R3) r(A) s IAI (A E E); 
(R4) if A E E, x, y E E - A and r(A) = r(A U {x)) = r(A U {y}) then r(A) = 
r(A U {x9 y I)* 
A set A c E is called rank feasible if r(A U C) Q r(A) + ICI (C c E - A). The 
family of rank feasible sets is denoted by 3. For interval greedoids we have 
~4 r 3, where d denotes the family of subsets of E which can be represented as 
unions of elements of 9. r is submodular on 8 : r(A U B) + r(A n B) s r(A) + 
r(B) (A, B E W) (Korte and Lovasz [9]). 
We define the closure operator of a greedoid (E, 9) to be a function o: 2E-* 2E 
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such that 
o(A) = u {B c E:r(A U B) = r(A)} (A E E). 
o is subclusive, Mempotent (i.e. A c o(A) = a@(A)) (A c E)), and satisfies a 
weakening of the Steinitz-MacLane exchange property for matroids: if X z E and 
a e E -X such that X U {a} E 9 and a E a(X U (b}), then b E a(X U {a}) (Korte 
and Lovasz [9]). 
It is easy to see that (T as defined as above is a generalization of the matroid 
closure operator. Another way to do this is the following. 
For any A c_ E let 
A(A) := u {X E 92 r(A U X) = r(A)}. 
The induced mapping A : 2E+ 2E is called the kernel closure operator of the 
underlying greedoid (E, 9). (cf. Crap0 [3] who introduced a similiar monotone 
closure operator for partial alphabets of interval greedoids). 
Proposition 1. I C; iE, g) be a greedoid with kernel closure operator A. 
. 
:4 For any partial alphabet A, A c A(A). 
@I Irf X is a basis of A c E, then n(X) = A(A). 
0 C If A G B c A(A), then h(A) = h(B). 
69 For any rank feasible set A, x E E, il(A U {x}) # A(A) and x E A(A 1J (y >) 
imply Y E A(A U {x1)* 
Proof. Part (a) is clear from definition. 
(b) Let X be a basis of A c E and let Y E 9 such that r(X Y) = Then 
XU(a}@(acY-X), 
it follows 
NA U y)) = U {Y and so 
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r(A)+ 1. Hence XU {y} and XU {x} are bases of AU {x,y}. Therefore, 
A(A u {x}) = A(A U { y}) and y E L(A U {x}). 0 
From part (d) of this proposition we may deduce the Steinitz-MacLane 
exchange property for a matroid closure operator. For normal matroids we have 
k(A) = a(A), 82 = 2E and d(A U (x}) # it(A) is equivalent to x $ A(A). Thus we 
have: 
Let (E, 9) be a normal matroid with closure operator u. Then A c E, x $ a(A) 
and x E a(A U {y}) imply y E a(A U {x}). 
Proposition 2. For interval greedoids f. is a monotone operator. 
Proof. Let (E, 9) be an interval greedoid, A c B E E and let X be a basis of A. 
Then there exists a basis Y of B, such that X E Y. Consider a feasible set 2, such 
that r(X U 2) = r(X). For interval greedoids, each partial alphabet is rank 
feasible, hence X U 2 E 92 and Y E 3. Thus 
r(X U 2) + r(Y) 3 r(Y U 2) + r(X U (Y n 2)) 2 r( Y U Z) + r(X), 
since r is submodular on 3, and therefore r(Y U Z) = r(Y). But this means that 2 
is a subset of I(Y), and hence A(A) = h(X) c A(Y) = I(B). q 
Let G = (E, 9) be a greedoid, and let A c E. Define G -A to be the set 
system (E - A, 9 - A) in which X g E - A is feasible if, and only if, X is feasible 
in G. Clearly, G -A is a greedoid. Now, let A E 92 and define rA(A U C) : = 
r(A U C) -r(A) (Cc E -A). Then G/A := (E -A, 9/A) (where .9/A := {X = 
E -A: rA(X) = 1x1)) is a greedoid. We have $/A={XcE-A: YUXESfor 
every basis Y of A}. A greedoid G’ is said to be a minor of G if there are disjoint 
sets A E 92 and A’ c_ E such that G’ = (G/A) -A’. 
Korte and Lovasz [ll] gave a minor characterization of local poset greedoids: 
An interval greedoid is a local poset greedoid iff it does not contain a minor 
isomorphic to ({x, y, z), 2(x,y,r) - (2)). 
For further general or special results on greedoids the reader is referred to 
Bjorner [l], Bjiirner, Korte and Lovasz [2], Crapo [3], Faigle [4], Faigle, Goecke 
and Schrader [5] and Korte and Lovasz [7-181. 
2. Graphs and directed branching greedoids 
The graphs we consider are finite and directed. We denote a directed graph by 
H = (V, D), where V is the node set and D is the family of edges of If. If e E D is 
an edge directed from node P to node Q we write e = (P, Q) and SP(e) = 
P, EP(e) = Q. For A E D let V(A) := (P E V: P = EP(e) or P = SP(e) for some 
e E A}. A subset Z of D is a path in H if there is an ordering ele2 - - - ek of the 
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edges of 2 such that ei = (e-l ) e) (16 i s k) and such that e # e(i Zj). If this is 
the case, then we say that 2 is directed from P,,(:= SP(Z)) to &(:= EP(Z)). Let 
PO be a specified vertex of a directed graph H = (V, D). A branching X rooted at 
PO is a subset X of D such that every node P E V(X) is contained in exactly one 
path ZP E X directed from PO to P. (D, 3) is called a directed branching greedoid 
(and is indeed a greedoid). A feasible ordering of a basis of D corresponds to a 
search in the graph starting at p0. 
The following properties of directed branching greedoids are easily verified. 
Lemma 1. Let (V, D) a directed graph with specified vertex (root) & E V and let 
(E, 9) be a directed branching greedoid defined by branchings rooted at p0. 
(a) Whenever X, Y, Z E 9 such that X, Y c Z then X n Y, X U Y E 5 
(b) If X, YE 9 then a(X) n o(Y) c a(X U Y) c a(X U Y). 
(c) Let X E 9 and let e, a E E - o(X). Then, EP(a) = EP(e) iff l.(X U {a}) = 
n(X U {e:). 
(d) Lf ia, e} E U {X c_ D: X E 9). Then, EP(a) = SP(e) ifl EP(Z - {e}) = 
EP(a) for stxne path Z directed from fi, to EP(e) such that e E Z. 
In the case of a rooted undirected graph (V, E) we set 9 : = {X c E: X is a tree 
containing the root) and call (E, 9) an undirected branching greedoid. See 
Schmidt [21] for results concerning this structure. For further examples of 
greedoids the reader is referred to Bjiirner [ 11, Korte and Lovasz [ 11,13-14,161. 
3. Paths 
The last lemma motivates the following definition. We say that a greedoid 
(E, 9) has property 
(BR) if a(X) t7 a(Y) c_ a(X U Y) c a(X) U a(Y) (X, Y E 9); 
(BRl) if a(X) n a(Y) c a(X U Y) (X, Y E 9); 
(BR2) if a(X U Y) c a(X) U a(Y) (X, Y E 9). 
Remark. (a) By the monotonicity of a, matroids do satisfy (BRl). Matroids do 
not in general satisfy (BR) or (BR2). 
(b) Trivially, shelling structures satisfy (BR2). 
(c) A point search greedoid (E, 9) of a rooted directed graph (V, D) is 
defined as follows: let E:=V-(PO} and 9:={Xc_V-{P,}:XU{P,) is a 
union of node-sets of paths starting at PO). As noticed by Korte and Lovasz [19] a 
shelling structure satisfies (BRl) iff it is a point search greedoid. 
(d) Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, i.e. a graph in which every 
cycle longer than 3 has a chord. P E V is a simplicial point if (w(P)) is a complete 
induced subgraph of (V, E), where w(A) := {Q E V: Q is a neighbour of some 
(z E A} - A (A c V). We define a Seymour-gc?edoid (V, 9) inductively as 
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fellows: fl E 9, let X E 9 and p E V - X, then X U {p} E 9 if p is a simplicial 
point in G - (X U w(X)). Such a greedoid does have the interval property. 
We call a greedoid $5, 9) a partition greedoid if there exists a partition 
E = VI U V2 U *o~UV~suchthat(~nB[=l(i=1,2,...,q)foranybasisBofE 
(cf. Bjorner, Korte and Lovasz [2]). Goecke [6] remarked that an interval 
greedoid has property (BR2) if, and only if it is a partition greedoid. 
Examples of partition greedoids are Seymour-greedoids and directed branching 
greedoids. 
A feasible set Y is said to be a path if there exists e E Y such that no proper 
feasible subset of Y contains e. In this case e is the head of Y and Y is called an 
e-path. 
Clearly, if (E, 9) is a local poset greedoid, and e E X E 9 then Y : = n (2 C_ 
X: e E 2 E 9) is an unique e-path contained by X. 
Proposition 3. An interval greedoid (E, 9) is a local poset greedoid if, and only 
if, for any X E 9 and e E X there is an unique e-path contained by X. 
Proof. It remains to prove that the condition is sufficient. Let (E, 9) be an 
interval greedoid, and let X, Y, X U Y E 9. Consider e E X n Y and an e-path 
Z,EXUY. Then,Z,cXnY. HenceXfJY=U(Z,cXUY:Z,isane-path, 
eEXnY}fz% I7 
Each path is a directed branching greedoid corresponds to a path in a routed 
directed graph. Such a path has a unique feasible ordering. 
Lemma 2. For any local poset greedoid (E, 9) the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) (BRl) a(X) n a(Y) E a(X U Y) (X, Y E 9). 
(b) a(X) n a(Y) c a(X u Y) (X, YE 9 s.t. X u YE 9). 
&z) (E, 9) contains no minor isomorphic to ({x, y, z), (0, {x), (y}, {x, y), 
(x,‘YJ ZH). 
(d) Each path has a unique feasible ordering. 
Proof. Let (E, 9) be a local poset greedoid. Condition (BRl) is equivalent to 
o(A) f7 o(B) c a(A U B) (A, B E sQ. (a’) 
[(BRl) is a weakening of (a’). Let A, B E J$ and let X, Y be bases of A and B, 
respectively. We show that X U Y contains a basis of A U B. We have 
XUYEAUBGA(A)UA(B)=~Z(X)UA(XUY), and so h(AUB)=A(XUY). 
Hence, r(A U B) = r(X U Y).] 
Condition (c) is equivalent o 
If A, A U {x), A U {y}, A u {x, y, z} E 9 
then A U {x, 2) E 9 or A U {y, z} E 9. 6’) 
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(d) is equivalent to 
Let X be an e-path. If X - {e, b} E 9 for some b E X - {e} 
then X - (e} is a b-path. (d’) 
[It is obvious that (d) implies (d’). Assume jd’) holds. Let ala2 l l l a, be a feasible 
ordering of an as-path. Then Xi : = {aI, a2, . . . , ai} is an ai-path (1s i 6 s). 
Suppose there exists a permutation Y such that {a,t,j, a,,(,), . . . , a,(i)} E 9 
(1 s i Q) and v(j) Zj for some j E { 1,2, . . . , s}. Let k := min{i: v(i) #i}. 
Then, y(k) : = I > k. Hence, Y : = {a,(tll, avt2), . . . , avtkJ} = {a,, a2, . . . , al} is a 
proper feasible subset of XI with al E Y, in contrary to our assumption that XI is 
an al-path.] 
(d) =$ (b): Suppose that (E, 9) does not satisfy condition (b). Choose feasible 
sets X, Y such that X U Y is feasible, too, and a(X) n a(Y) Q: a(X U Y). Let 
aE[o(X)na(Y)]-a(XUY). ThenXUYU{a} isafeasibleset. Let ZcXU 
Y U {a} be a path with head a, Z1 := Z n X, and Z2 : = 2 n Y. Certainly 
Z1#Z#Z2. If Z&Z2 then ZnY=Zn(XUY)=Z-{a}EP, and so YU 
2 = Y U {a} would be feasible, in contrary to the choice of a. Hence, Z1 # Z2, 
Z2 # Z1. Since Z1 and Z2 are two different possible feasible beginning sections, 2 
has at least two different feasible orderings. 
(b)+ (d’): Suppose (b) holds. Let X be an e-path and let b E X - {e}, 
X-{e,b}~S. Take Y:=n{ZtX-{e}:bGZ&F). Suppose YZX-{e}. 
Then e E (T(Y), for otherwise Y U {e} would be a proper feasible subset of X 
containing e. On the other hand e$ E IT(X - {e, b}). But e $ a(X - {e}) = a(Y U 
(X - {e, b})), contrary tlo (b). 
(c’) =$ (b): We assume that (E, 9) satisfies condition (c’). Let it 3 1 and 
suppose that (b) holds for all pairs of feasible sets X, Y, such that X U Y E 9 and 
(X U Yl <n. Now, choose X, YE 9, such that X U YE 9, IX U Y1 = n. Let 
a E E - a(X U Y) and suppose that a E a(X). We have to show that a $ a(Y). Let 
U be a minimal feasible subset of X U Y with properties: 
(i) Y c U, and 
(ii) a $ a(U). 
Suppose U#Y, i.e. a E a(Y). Let U=YU(Xl,X2, l l m ,xi} YU 
1 x1, x2, l l l 9 Xi} E 2F (1 s i G j), 21. l =XnUES. If lZ,(=lU( then UU{a}U 
X = X U {a} would be feasible in contrary to a E a(X). Augment 21 from 
U - {xi}, repeated1 y, to get a feasible set Z2, such that lZ,l= IUl-1. Then 
&=U-(y} for some yEY -X. We have, U - {Xi, y), U - {xi}, U- {y}, 
U u {a} E 9, (U - (Xi}) U {a} $9. By (c’) (U - {y}) U {a} is a feasible set. 
Now,X,Y-(y)(=(U-(y})nY)and 
X U (Y- (y)) U {a)( = [(X U YU ia)) n W - {y>) UWI UX) 
are feasible sets and IX U (Y - ( y})l < IX U YI. Therefore a $ a(X) or a E a( Y - 
{y)). We have a E a(X), by assumption. If (Y - {y}) U {a} F 9 then Y U {a} = 
J(Y - (y }) U (a)] U Y E 9, a contradiction. It follows that U = Y, as required. 
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(b) 3 (a): Let (E, 9) be a local poset greedoid with property (b). Suppose that 
(a’) does not hold. 
We choose A, B E ~4 such that 
[a(A) n a(B)] - cr(A U B) #8 and IAl + 1B1 maximal. 
a e 4A u {Y 1) (Y E (B -4 n (E - 44))P ( 1 a 
a $ a(B U {x}) (X E (A - B) n (E - a(B))). (PI 
Let C be any base of A n B. Then ICI <r(A), otherwise a(A) = a(C), 
a(C U 2) = a(A U B j for some basis Z of B s. t. C c Z, and a E [a(C) n a(Z)] - 
a(C U Z), in contrary to (b). 
We augment C by an element x1 E A - B. We have B U {x1} = B U [C U 
{x~}]E~, AUB=AUBU{x,}, IAI+IBI<IAI+IBU{xl}l, and so, by the 
choice of A and B, x1 $ a(B). 
That is 
there exists x1 E (A - B) n (E - a(B)) s-t. C U {xl} E 9, a $ a(B U {XI}). (Y) 
Similary ,
there exists y, E (B -A) n (E - a(A)) s.t. C U (yl} E 9, a $ a(A u {yl>). (5) 
Next we show that 
CU{y,}U{a}E9. (4 
To prove this, let Z be any basis of A containing C U {x1}. Then Z U { yl} (since 
y, E E - a(A)) and Z U {y,, a} (since a $ a(A U { yl}), a E a(A)) are feasible sets. 
Let X Q:=f~(T~ZU{y,ar}:a~T~9}, Suppose y,$X,. Then a$a(X,- 
{al) U 4Z U {Yl>L and a would be independent of Z (by the interval-property). 
Hence, y, E X,. Furthermore Xa - {a, yl) = Xa n Z E 9’. Since we have already 
proved that (b) is equivalent to (d’), it follows that X, - {a} is an y,-path. 
CU {yl}, Xl - {a} c Z U {yl, a}, and so X0 - {a} E C U {y,}. Finally, from 
Xa, C c Z U { yl , a} we conclude that Xa U C = C U { y, , a} is feasible. 
Let Z’ be a base of B such that C U { yl} c Z’. Then Z’ U {xl, a} is a base of 
B U (~1, a}. NOW Z’, C U {yl, a} c Z’ U {xl, a}, and so Z’ U {a} is feasible, in 
contrary to our assumption that a E a(B) = a(T). Cl 
One might hope that there is an analogous minor characterization of (BR2). 
But this is not the case. For every n > 2 it is easy to give an example of a local 
poset greedoid (E, 9) with property @RI) and r(E) = n, such that each proper 
minor has property (BR2), while (E, 9) does not satisfy (BR2). It is readily 
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verified that each minor of a local poset greedoid with property (BR) also has this 
property. 
4. A characterization of directed branching greedoids 
In Section 2 we noticed that directed branching greedoids are local poset 
greedoids and satisfy property (BR). 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
Theurem 1. A greeduid (E, 9) is a directed branching greedoid i;f, and only q, 
(E, 9) is a local poset greedoid with property (BR). 
(This result is a good characterisation in view of Korte-Lovasz characterisation 
of local poset greedoid. Absence of BR property is polynomially demonstrable.) 
The proof of this theorem is constructive. Given (E, 9) with the prescribed 
properties we first define a rooted directed graph H = H(9). Then we show 
(E, 9) = (E, JV), where (E, Z) is some directed branching greedoid defined on H_ 
Lemma 3. Let (E, 9) be a normal interval greedoid, T, T U {e} E d and 
e E a(T). Then A(Y U {a}) = A(Y U {e}) f or some feasible subset Y of T and 
a E [E - o(Y)] fl T. 
Proof. Let (E, S), T, e as prescribed as above. Since T U {e} E JQ, X U {e} E 9 
for some feasible subset X of T. Let B be a base of T U {e} not containing e. 
Augment X from B until we get a base R of T. Suppose R = X U {b,, . . . , bk}, 
Xu {b,, . . . , bi} E ZF(1 Si Sk). Then, R U {e} $9, since e E A(T). Let s := 
min{i:XU{b,, . . . , b,_,}U{e}ES, XU{b ,,..., b;}U{e}$9}. i.e. XU 
{b,, . . . , b,_,j U {e} E 9, X U {b,, . . . , b,} F 9, X CI {b,, . . . , b,, e} $9. Let 
Y:=Xu{b,,..., b,_,}. We have A(Y U {bS}) e E U {b,}), 
hence il(Y {e}) = U {bS}) Proposition l(d). 
An element E E called an of (E, if e B for basis B E. 
A (Y, a, is called d-triple, if a#e,a,eEE-a(Y) and 
U {e}) k(Y U Now, a case of 3 is following. 
Corollary 1. Let (E, 9) b e a normal interval greedoid, and let e E E be not an 
isthmus. Then there exists a d-triple (Y, a, e) contai- .* _. 
Lemma 4. Let (E, 9) be an interval greedoid with property (BR2). 
(a) If (X, a, e) is a d-triple there is no feasible set containing both a and e. 
(h) !f (X, a, e) and (Y, a, e) are d-triples and a #b, then (X U Y, a, b) is a 
d-triple, too. 
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Fig. 1. 
&w& (a) Let Y be a feasible set, LI + e, a, e E Y and Y - {a} E 9. Suppose there 
exists a d-triple (X, a, e). Then 
(Y-(a})UXcYUXcA(Y-{a})UA(XU{a}) 
= A(Y - {a}) U A(X U {e}) E A((Y - {a}) U X U {e}) = A(Y - {a} U X) 
and hence A(X U Y) = A(X U Y - (a]). On the other hand (BR2) implies 
a E E - a(X U Y - {a}), a contradiction. 
(b) Let (X, a, e), (Y, a, e) be two d-triples and a # 6. Then e E E - a(X U Y), 
by (BR2). Suppose a E E - a(XUYU{e}). Since XcXU{e}gXUYU{e}, 
the interval prooerty would imply a E E - a(X U {e}), in contrary to A(X U 
{e}) = A(X U {a}) = A(X U {a, e}). Thus a, b E a(X U Y U {e}), and so a, b E 
A(X U Y U {e}). Suppose a E a(X U Y). Then A(X U Y) = A(X U Y U {a}). From 
XUY~XU{e}UY~A(XU{e})UA(Y) 
= A(X U (a}) U A(Y) c A(X U {a} U Y), 
it follows that n(X U Y U (e)) = A(X U Y), contrary to e E E - a(X U Y). Thus, 
a E E - a(X U Y), and so ?l(X U Y U {a)) # A(X U Y). Therefore A(X U Y U 
{a}) = A(X U Y U {e}), by the exchange property for A. Analogously, n(X U Y U 
(6)) = A(X U Y U {e}), and so A(XUYU{a})=A(XUYU{b}), as 
required. 0 
Lemma 5. Let (E, 9) be a local poset greedoid with property (BR). Let X, Y E 9, 
a#b, aEE-a(X), GEE-a(Y), eE[E-a(XU{a})]n[E-a(YU{b})], 
and e E a(X) n a(Y). Then (X U Y, a, 6) is a d-triple. 
X 
Fig. 2. 
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Proof. Let X, Y, a, 6, e as prescribed as above. By (BR2), e E E - a(X u Y u 
{a, b}), and e E a(X U Y), by (BRl). Since X U {a} c X U Y U {a} c X U Y u 
{a, b}, the interval-property implies e E E - a(X U Y U {a}), and hence a E E - 
cr(X U Y). Analogously, e E E - a(X U Y U (6)) and b E E - a(X U Y). Thus, 
r(XUY)=r(XUYU{a})-l=r(XUYU{b})-1 
-=’ XUYU{a,e})-2=r(XUYUjb,e))-2. 
Let A :=X U YE &c 92. Then (0, {a}, {b}, {a, e}, (6, e}} c 9/A. Suppose a E 
E - a(X U Y U (6, e}). This means {a, 6, e} E 9/A, and hence {e} would be an 
element of 9/A, in contrary to e E a(X U Y). Hence, a E a(X U Y U (6, e}) and 
b E a(X U Y U {a, e}). If {a, 6) E 9/A (i.e. b E E - a(X U Y U {a})), then 
(BR2) would imply that {a, 6, e} E 9/A. Thus, b E a(X U Y U {a}), and a E 
a(XUYU{b}). From XUYU{a, b}Ed it follows that aEjl(XUYU(b}), 
and hence J(X U Y U {a}) = n(X U Y U (6)). Cl 
Now we formulate an algorithm that constructs a directed graph H(9) from 
(E 9). 







If T = E, then STOP. 
Choose a E E - T such that S U {a} E 9 for some feasible subset S of T (*). 
Let 2 be an a-path in S U {a}. 
EP(y) 
Set SP(a) := { po 
if 2 - {a, y} E 9 for some y E 2 - {a}, 
if Z = {a} E 9. 
Set EW := &-)+I, qT)+l = a, T~(T)+I = T U {a) 
T+TUa 
GOT0 (1) 
Let (Y, a, e) be a d-triple such that Y c T, e E T. (**) 
Set EP(a) = EP(e), 
T+TU{a}. 
GOT0 (1) 
Output; [{(SP(e), EP(e), e): e E E}, 
{ aI, a2,..., Q&d 
Remarks. (*) Indeed, let e E E - T and suppose X U {e} E 9 for some X E 9. 
Let S be a maximal feasible subset of X n T. Take a E [E - a(S)] n [E - T] # 8. 
Then S U (a) E 9. 
(**) We have a E a(T), T U (a) E d. Therefore, A(Y U {e} =A(Ya{a}) for 
some Y s T, and e E (E - a(Y)) n T, by Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 6. Let [((SP(e), EP(e), e). e E E), {aI, a2, . . . , a,}] be an output of 
the algorithm. Then : 
(a) B := (a,, a2, . . . , a,> is a basis of (E, 9) with feasible ordering a, a2 l l l a4. 
(b) SPCai) = PO ( ui E B s.t. (ai> E 9); EP(ai) = P (1~ i < 4). 
(c) a E E - B, ai E B: EP(a) = EP(ai) if, and only if, there exists a d-triple 
(Y, a, ai)- 
(d) a E E - B, ai E B: SP(a) = EP(ai) if, and only if, EP(b) = EP(ai) for some 
b E E such that 2 - (a) is a b-path for some a-path 2. 
(e) a E E: EP(a) = EP(ai) for exactly one ai E B. 
SP(a) = EP(aj) for exactly one aj E B if (a) $9. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious. 
(c) Let a E E - B and ai E B. Suppose EP(a) = EP(ai). NOW, the proposition 
follows from step (4) of the algorithm, by applying Lemma 4(b), repeatedly. 
Suppose A( Y U {a}) = A( Y U {ai}) f or some feasible set Y, such that a, ai E E - 
o(Y). ai is contained in every basis of T-1 U {a,}, and hence a $ z+, by Lemma 
4(a). When a is selected at a certain step of the algorithm, a E o(T) for some 
actual T, and r(T) := j > i. There exists a d-triple (Y’, a, e) such that Y’ c_ T, 
e E T. Since e was selected at an earlier step we may assume that there is a 
d-triple (X, e, ak) with X c T and ak E T n B. Applying Lemma 4(b) we get a 
d-tripie (X U Y’, a, ak) and a d-triple (X U Y’ U Y, ai, a,& Thus ai = ak, by 
Lemma 4(a), and so EP(a) = EP(e) = EP(a,) = EP(ai), as required. 
(d) The ‘only if part follows from Step (2) of the algorithm. Let 2 be an 
a-path and let b E 2 - {a}, such that 2 - {a, b} E 9 and EP(b) = EP(ai). When 
a is selected at a certain step of the algorithm we choose an a-path Z’, and 
y E 2’ - {a}, such that 2’ - {a, y} E 9, and we set SP(a) = EP( y). We assume 
y #b. Now, ((2’ - {a, y}) U (2 - {a, b}), y, b) is a d-triple, by Lemma 5, and 
hence EP(b)= EP(y) by part (cj of this lemma and Lemma 4(b). Thus 
EP(ai) = EP(b) = EP( y) = SP(a), as required. 
(e) Both propositions follow easily from Lemma 4(a) and Lemma 
6(c), (d). •I 
It seems that the directed graph defined by the algorithm depends on the choice 
of the ai’s. Our next lemma shows that this is not the case. 
Lemma 7. Let [((SP(e), EP(e), e): e E E}, {a,, a2, . . . , a,}] and [{SP’(e), 
EP’(e), e): e E E}, {al, a;, . . . , a:}] be two possible outputs of the algorithm 
above for some fixed normal local poset greedoid with property (BR). Then the 
associated graphs are isomorphic. 
Proof. (a) Let a, b E E and EP(a) = EP(e). Then there exists a d-triple 
(X, a, e), by Lemma 6(c), (e) and Lemma 4(b). Let (Y, a, a,!) be another d-triple 
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(cf. Lemma 6(c)). Then (X U Y, a:, e) is a d-triple, too, and hence, @‘(a) = 
EP’(aJ) = EQ’(e), by Lemma 6(c) and Lemma 4(b). 
(b) Let 4, 6 E E, and suppose P(a) = S’(b). If P(a) = e:,, then certainly 
P’(a) = P’(b). If this is not the case, then S’(a) = E&z,), S(6) = EP(aj) for 
exactly one i, and for exactly one j, by Lemma 6(e), and so Lemma 4(a) and 
Lemma 6(c) imply Ui =aj. By Lemma 6(d) there exists an u-path 2 and 
x E 2 - {a}, such that 2 - {u, X} E 9 and EP(r) = EP(ai)- Thus EP ‘(ai) = 
EP’(x), by part (a) of this lemma, and so, EP’(Ui) = S”(u), again by Lemma 
6(d). Analogously, EP’(ai) = S”(b), and hence S”(u) = P’(b). 0 
With H(S) we denote the graph constructed by the algorithm. Further 
X := {X c E: X is a branching in H(S) rooted at P,,}. 
Proof of the Theorem. We have to show that 9 = %‘. From Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 6(a), It follows that 9 E SK It remains to prove 3t!Y s 9. We may assume 
that each branching in H(9 - {b}) is a feasible set in 9 - (6) E 9 (b E E). Let 
X E 9 n X and X U {a} E %?. We consider two cases. 
(1) Let u be not an isthmus in %I Then there exists x E E and a d-triple 
(Y, x, a), by Lemma 4(b) and Lemma 6(c). a and x have a common EP, and so 
we have {a, x} qk 3 for each 9 E SK Especially, x $ X. X U {a} is a feasible set of 
(E, SV) and a branching in H(9), and hence a branching in H(9 - {x}) But 
%‘(H(9 - {x})) = 9 - {x}, thus X U {a} E 9 - {x) G 5. 
(2) Let a be an isthmus in %, then u is also an isthmus in 9 g 5%’ and 
XURU{u}EJFforsomeRcE-(XU{u}). LetZbeapathinH(S)fromP, 
to S’(u), such that Z c_ X. Then Z, Z U {a} E X. Let Z’ be an u-path in 
X U R U {a} and Z’ E 5%. Then Z’ - {a} is a path in H(S) from PO to H’(u). 
Thus Z and Z’ - {a} are paths in H(9) with the same endpoint. But both, Z and 
Z’ - {a} are subsets of the branching X U R U {a}, and hence Z = Z’ - {a}. 
ThusZU{u}=Z’~!9, andsoXU{u}=XU(ZU{u})~~. Cl 
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